RemoteLock 5i is perfect for your vacation rental property, home or office use. This robust WiFi enabled door lock allows users to lock or unlock doors remotely, know when people unlock your door, and even receive text alerts when codes are used. Issue new codes or delete codes from your computer or phone. Even give temporary codes to guests or office personnel.

RemoteLock: The Smartest Lock on the Block

- **Vacations Rentals and Airbnb**
  LockState has years of experience in the vacation rental market. RemoteLock 5i integrates directly with Airbnb to allow you to provide guest codes for the time of an Airbnb booking. Also manage other bookings easily through the app.

- **Apartments and MDU**
  Eliminated the need to rekey units or entire locations when keys are lost or new tenants move in. Many MDU facilities are using RemoteLock to manage and monitor their buildings. Through the LockState Connect portal, manage RemoteLock 5i with main entrance and common area doors to give full property management.

- **Light Commercial For Business**
  Manage office buildings and small businesses with RemoteLock 5i. This light commercial gives you insight over your access to the office. Give codes to staff for certain times in the day. Monitor when they are used. Allow cleaners or other service personnel temporary codes.
RemoteLock 5i is the second generation of the LockState IoT connected WiFi door locks for these markets. Using Ayla Networks IoT platform and cloud services, RemoteLock 5i delivers many new upgrades and features to manage properties remotely. Working directly with the property’s existing WiFi (no gateway required), doors can be monitored and managed through the web portal or smart phone apps.

**FEATURES**

- WiFi enabled lock connects directly to existing routers
- Two-touch lock button to quickly lock door on the way out
- Up to 1000 user codes or guest codes available
- View access history in real time from online account
- Add or delete users and lock or unlock your door remotely
- Set scheduled access times for users (Eg. M-F, 9-5)
- Choose between Passage or Storehouse Mode
- Set schedules to passage mode, or even lock or unlock door automatically at scheduled times
- Set to privacy mode to temporarily disable all user codes
- Lockout functionality (after 5 incorrect attempts)
- Two emergency override keys included
- Low Battery Warning
- No bridge needed, works off standard WiFi networks
- Works with RemoteLock ACS, cloud-based access control
- Works with Airbnb Host Assist Program

**MODELS**

- Available in Deadbolt or Lever Options

**DIY OR HIRE A SERVICE PROVIDER FOR INSTALLATION**

Installation of RemoteLock is easy as installing a standard door lock. WiFi capabilities are added by provisioning the smart door lock to the LockState Connect Platform.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**Backset**
Adjustable. Fits both 2 3/8” or 2 3/4”

**Lock Measurements**
Front & Back: 6 5/8"H x 3"W
Keyhole to Top: 5 1/8"

**Door Thickness**
Fits 1 3/8” to 2” thick door (35mm - 70mm)

**Latch**
Tubular spring latch

**Handing**
Reversible - Works on both right and left-handed doors

**Batteries**
4 AA (1.5V) Alkaline or lithium batteries

**Temperature Range**
-30 to 120 F (-34 to 50 C)

**Keyway**
Interchangeable Schlage

With the internet controlled RemoteLock, you can lock or unlock your door remotely. Know who enters your property and when. Receive text alerts when codes are used. Issue new codes or delete codes from your computer or phone. Even give temporary codes to neighbors or guests. It’s all done with our smart door locks.